Agent Provocateurs
by Earl P. Holt III

In the June issue of the INFORMER, I warned conservatives and white
nationalists that we must be much smarter and not allow ourselves to be
led astray by our mortal enemies acting as agent provocateurs. ("We've
Got to Be Smarter.")
I cited the occupation of the Capitol Building by Trump supporters on
January 6th and the debacle in Charlottesville, Virginia in 2017 as
examples of well-intentioned demonstrations that were subverted and
turned against us by agent provocateurs among the ranks of our mortal
enemies. The end result of both protests was to reverse the momentum
of our political movement, and turn sincere and justified protests into an
unprecedented PR windfall for our mortal enemies to attack us. As I
stated in June:
"You would think that after the debacle in Charlottesville in 2017, wellintentioned Trump supporters would be reluctant to follow agent
provocateurs of the left, especially those dressed like Antifa, or nigs
engaged in their instinctive acts of violence. Sadly, some Trump
supporters foolishly and blindly handed the Jews' Media the greatest
PR victory it's ever been given, allowing them to attack Donald Trump,
his supporters, the conservative movement, and the white nationalist
movement."
I should also have included the plot to kidnap Governor Gretchen
Whitmer of Michigan in that article. It now appears that some of the
individuals who were instrumental in investigating and arresting those
involved in this plot to kidnap Whitmer have themselves been arrested
and appear quite dirty. Their sleazy personal lives lend some credence to
allegations by Defendants charged with this criminal conspiracy that they
REALLY WERE entrapped by the FBI.
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According to the NEW YORK POST, the FBI had at least one dozen
informants who were directly involved in the conspiracy, and these
agent provocateurs did as much to encourage the plot to kidnap
Whitmer as they did to prevent it. One agent provocateur named
Stephen Robeson -- later arrested on the unrelated charge of being a
convicted felon in possession of a firearm -- even organized planning
sessions and paid for food, motel rooms and transportation to recruit
participants. (Dana Kennedy. "Bizarre Arrest of FBI Agent Spotlights
Accusations of Bureau Corruption." NYP, July 24, 2021.)
More recently, FBI Agent Richard Trask -- who was instrumental in
investigating and arresting the "conspirators" -- was himself arrested for
beating the sh*t out of his wife after they allegedly attended a "swingers
party." (That's where couples share their spouses sexually with other
couples, and maybe why the FBI was too busy to investigate the
November Presidential Election.) He faces a maximum sentence of 10
years on the domestic violence charge, and his bail was set at $10,000.
What a piece of work!
In the arraignment of one defendant back in October of 2020, his
attorney argued that those charged as conspirators were really "militia
wannabees" who engaged in "big talk between crackpots." This same
attorney argued that it was actually the FBI's own informants who
actively encouraged the militia wannabees to conspire. He claimed the
activities of the FBI's informants "raised suspicions that without FBI
involvement the 'plot' would never have gone anywhere."
Granted, even law-abiding residents of Michigan might have been quite
pleased if Gretchen Whitmer really had been snatched and
disappeared for good, but we've GOT to be smarter than that. We can't
continue to allow a corrupt FBI, communists and n*ggers to mislead us
as agent provocateurs and hijack peaceful demonstrations creating PR
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windfalls for the Jews' Media and their communist allies. That's a
formula that can't possibly be sustainable.
In the future, law-abiding conservatives, white nationalists and Trump
supporters need to ask themselves if the activity they are being
encouraged to engage in is ONE THEY WOULD DENOUNCE THE LEFT
FOR DOING. If we observe this principle, we should be able to exercise
our First Amendment Rights, and never again hand over such a PR
windfall to the traitorous enemies of freedom and the Constitution.
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